
Dining Etiquette, Appropriate or Awkward?

Create a drawing of a dining table set up

lf you were to create a modern version of Mastisse's

dinner table, what would it look like?

How is the painting differing from modern day

dining?

Can you identify all of the pieces on Matisse's

Dinner Table?

Have certain dining etiquette practices become

unnecessary or impractical?

How do you define appropriate behavior when

dining out?



List 5 rules every person should follow when
dining out.

1.

Rules to follow when ordering a bottle of wine....

Typically order white wine with fish

Typically order red wine with meat

Poultry falls between both types of wine.

When presented with a bottle of wine, look at the vintage to
make sure it is correct.

Look at the cork to check for cork rot. You can smell it to see
if you can detect a vinegary scent.

The waiter wil l pour you L oz. to taste.

Swirl glass to get air into the wine and take a sip

Nod to the server that the wine tastes fine.

The server wil l serve the women moving from oldest to
youngest and then onto the men in the same order.

Have you identif ied all of the parts correctly?

Bibliography

Henri Matisse. Dinner Toble. t897 . Oil on canvas. Private
collection.

Look at other sources of working portraying dining tables
including Leonardo Da Vinci's Last Supper and many works by
John Singer Sargent of dining scenes.
Get a hold of Dale Carnegie's instructive book written in 1-937
entit led "How to Win Friends and Influence People" for
further explanations of typical social etiquette. This can help
in your search to decide if certain antique social scripts have
fallen out of favor. Compare this book to its modern day
parody by Toby Young to see how our society had changed
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